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for amplitudes in terms of the S- and D-components of the deuteron wave 
function have been found in the Impulse Approximation approach. The 
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standard deuteron wave functions. 
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1. Introduction 

The knowledge of the short range behavior of the deuteron wave function 

(DW F) is of central importance for solving a number of problems, for example: 

• to understand the role of such non-nucleonic degrees of freedom ~s quark 

. and isobar configurations and to clarify the regime of transition to these 

configurations when the distance between nucleons is comparable to their· 

• to check different approaches of description of relativistic bound states; 

• to calculate static electromagnetic charac~eristics such as ·magnetic dipole 

and electric quadrupole momenta, and the k~ - dependence of ele~tromag

netic and weak deuteron formfactors; 

• to obtain additional information on the off-mass shell behavior of the nucleon

nucleon amplitudes; 

• to clear up the features of below threshold production of heavy particles on 

deuteron target; 

• to determine more accurately mechanisms of different process~s involving 

-t~e deuteron in the initial and final states; 

• .to predict the momentum distributions of secondary particles from the frag

mentation of relativistic nuclei; 

• to check the symmetry properties of fundamental interactions. 

A direct reconstruction of the DW F from the measured quantities in the 

framework of the Impulse Approximation (I A) is. possible in two types_ of reac

tions. First of all, it is the study of the reaction of deuteron electrcidisintegration 

cd -t e + np. An inclusive study of this reaction near threshold d(e, e')np [1], 

where the momentum transfer squared k2 defines directly the DW F argument, . 

and an exclusive study of the d(e,e'p)n in the region of large production angles 

of the proton relative to the momentum of the virtual photon are most suitable 

for this purpose. The process of photodisintegration of the deuteron also allows 

one to obtain information about the DW F. Attractiveness of ed- interactions 

for the study of DW F is connected first of aH with weakness of electromagnetic 

interactions, which allows one to use all advantages of the one-photon mechanis,m. 

Existing experience in the analysis of the mechanism of the ,* + d -t n +p process 
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• 
( ,• is a virtual photon) indicates a lot of problems for deuteron electrodisinte-

gration. The correct mechanism of such a process must contain obligatorily the 
following ingredients: 

• one-nucleon exchanges in the I A; 

• meson exchange current~; 

• isobar and quark configurations in the ground state of the deuteron; 

• strong· nucleon interaction in the final state; 

• N .6.-rescattering in the N .6. -- N N process. 

To avoid all constraints on possible values of momentum transfer squa-red 

( k2
) and the excitation energy of the np- system all of these contributions should be 

calculated in the relativistic approach. But, of course, conserved electromagnetic 

current should be "organized" for the ,• + d - n + p process. Only if an· adequate 

model of amplitude of the e+d - e+np process exists, one can obtain information 

about the DWF from corresponding experimental data. Even at the first step of 

similar calculations, namely at the level of the I A, the following questions arise: 

• the number of independent compon~nts of the DW F (two in nonrelativistic 

theory including S- and D-waves or four in relativistic theory includi~g S-, 

P~ and D-waves (2), or six in the so-called spurion models (3)); 

• what is the argument of the DW F and furthermore the number of them 

(one as in standard models or two as· in spurion approaches); 

• off-mass effects for nucleon electromagnetic current 1* N* N with virtual nu

cleon N*. 

Due to difficulties of interpretation of ed- scattering data, the second ciass 

of experiments for studying the DW Fin the I A is of great interest. Among these 

are reactions of deuteron fragmentation A( d, p )X and elastic backward deuteron

proton scattering d + p - p + d. The momentum distributions of fragments 

extracted from the data of the above experiments with electromagnetic and nu

clear probes demonstrate, on the one hand, a substantial discrepancy with the 

predictions using standard DW Fin the IA and, on the other hand, a good agree

ment with one another [4, 5, 6, 7), which gives serious motivations to search'. for 

the explanation o(the observed effects not only in deviation from the I A but also 

in nonad~quate standard DWP. 
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To determine the behavior of different components of the DW F, one needs 

to study polarization observables of the ab6vereactions. At the present time such 

' data exist or are in progress only for nuclear probe reactions·. · 

Apart from cross sections, such observables as the terisor analyzing power 

T20 [8] and the polarization transfer coefficient from the deuteron to the proton 

"- [9) have been investigated for the react~on A(d,p)X. Such a set of data allows 

one to arrive at the conclusion that· no configuration· consisting only of S- and 

D-waves can be compatible with the data within the framework of the 1 A [10). 

Concerning dp backward elastic scattering, the measurement of T20 was one 

of the first experiments at the SATURNE-2 accelerator [11). The measurements 

of "- ( and also the remeasurements of T20 ) at Saclay [12) and of T20 at Dubna[13) 

have been lately made. ·The -new· data' drastically· disagree with the predictions 

based oIL.the I A calculations using standard' DWP. 'The av'ailable set of data is 
,-- . ' ---
insufficient to separate the deuteron structure from the reaction mechanism. To 

• • • •r ~---• ...,.._..., •• ....,. ... -, , • •• "': .. ..._,_,.,,,.,,.. ___ ..,., • _, 

solve this pro];)lem successfully, measurements of new polarization observables are 
•, . , ' . ' . ' ' ,·. ' . 

needed. 

New polarizati~n observables can b~ obtained using a polarized proton 
" ,· ·.' , • ,,, • , ' > 

target. In case of the polarized initial proton the virtual nucleon is polarized, 

i.e: _- the spin charact~ristics of two ve;tices ~f the IA diagram (Fig.1) ~hould 

be correlated. In this case both secondary deuterons and protons are polarized, 

eve~ if the primary beam is unp.olarized. We, however, will restri_ct ourselves by 

consideration of effects measured after first interaction; when the deuteron beam 
' ' 

has a vector polarization. The matter is the double scattering experiments with a 

polarized target are hardly realistic nowadays because of serious restriction of an 

intensity of the primary beam, needed in this case. The considered asymmetries. 

allow one to study the mechanism of spin information transfer between two vertices· 

of the I A diagram. More exactly, the analyzing powers of the d+p - p+d reaction 

are sensitive to the mutual spin orientation of the primary deuteron and proton. 

Such polarization observables as "-. and:T2~ do not possess a similar sensitivity. 

Just therefore the quantities /\. and T20 for differe~t re~cti~ns; d, + p -~ p + d 

and A(d,p)X, are characterized by equivalent for~ulas in terrris of the S- and 

D- components of the DW F. The latter polarization obser~able for dp backward 

elastic scattering has no analog in the reaction of deut~-2!!Jragrri~_ntati2!!,... ? 
In the second chapter we obtain general formulas for polarization observ

ables, which are valid for any readion mechanism. 
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In the third chapter we consider the case when the DW F include S- and 

D-waves in the I~- The behavi~r of asymmetries in this approach is predicted 

for different D W F. 

, fo the fourth chapter we consider the effects of the P-wave components of 

th.e DW F for the simplest polarization. observables of the d + p --t p + d process 

also in the I A. 

T,he measurements of thes~ asymmetries are possible at Dubna, Satµrne 

and KEK_now. ------~-" . 
This work bas.ed on the report, presented at "Deuteron-93" symposium 

held in D~bna[l4]. 

2. Amplitude of the .d+p .--t p+d (0 = 180°) process and general anal-. . . ' 

ysis of the pol:irization. effects 

As kno~n the spin stru~ture 'of the amplitude of the d + p --t d + p process 

is very complicated in the general ca~e; there are 12 independent complex helicity 

amplitudes depending on total energy vs and scattering angle 0 in the CMS of 

the .process. This 'structure· can be reconstr:ucted in a complete experi~ent which 

contains measurements. of at least 23 different polarization observables. The sit-
. . ' 'r---:-- ' ,., ' ' 

uation is mu'ch simpler in case of backward scattering when the total helicity of 

interacting parti_c;les__is_conserved. Indeed, in this case we have only four indepen------~ .. ' '.,' 
dent amplitudes for the following transition Ad, Av --t Ad, A~, 

-~. ,:Ff::·===== (++--:--+ ++), 
(-+ --t -+), 

(-'-+ --t 0-), 

(O+ --t O+ ), 

¢-- ~ 
(1) 

where Ad(Av) ~.orresponds .to the deuteron_ (proton) spin projection on the 3-

momentum of the ,i~itial deuteron ( +1,_ -'l,·o for deuteron,±½ for.proton). Other 

possible amplitu_des (with other Ad, Av combinations) are connected with ampli-
. ' ., ' ,.,, ' " . 

tudes (1) by conditions of strong i~teraction P-invariance and identity of the initial 
'· .'•, .<. } :- " . • ,. . 

and final states. 

Due to the total phase uncertainty, restoration of four amplitu~les ( com

plex in·the general case) is possibl_e after perfor~in~~ polarization 
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experiments (apart from me·asurements of energy dependence of differential cross . ' 

sections with unpolarized particles). As noted above, two experimints, namely 

the measurements. of '120 and 'K, have been carried ~ut. Taking into ac.count P

invariance of strong interaction, one can obtain the following fci'rmulas for the 

amplitude of the d + p --t p + d, 0 = 1r process: 

M = xtFx1 

F = gl (s) [01 u; - nl]i] + g2( S) [ iiU1 · iiU}] 

+ig3(s) [a(U1 XU;) - Bii · n(rJ1 Xu;)] 
~. 

+ig,i(s) [aii · ii(lf1 X l]i)], . _ ? 

(2) 

__, ~ -
➔ ➔ ~ 

where U1(U2 ) is the 3-vcctor of polarization of the initial (final) deuteron,~ \\. 

the unit vector along the 3-momenturn of the initial deuteron, Xi (x2 ) is the two- t 
component spinor of the initial (final) proton, ii are the Pauli matrices and g1 ( s )-

g4 ( s) are the amplitudes of the d + p --t p + d reaction depending at 0 = 1r only 

011 one variable, namely the total energy squared s. 

The amplitudes g1 - g1 ( called scalar) ~re related to helicity amplitudes as 

follows: ( ('._ f, V/'1.P- \ (?..)): 
uJ 

l•o+-o+ = g2(s), 

F++-++ = g1(s)+ g4(s), 

F-+--+ = g1(s) - g4(s), ' (3) 

Fa+-+- = -v'2g3(s), 

1.c. only one amplitude, namely g3 (s) , is responsible for proton spin flip. 

Of course, all polariirn.tion effects can be described in terms of the scalar or 

hclicity amplitudes. 

Let us write formulas for the simplest polarization observables in this pro

cess. We use the following formulas for the density matricPs of the initial prot.011 

and deuteron: 

P = ~(1 + aP) 
p 2 ' ' (4) 

where Pis the a-vector of proton polarization; 

Pd= U1;U;i = ~(t5;_i + ic;j1S1 + (J;j), (5) 
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- . 
where V!';Ctor S and tensor Q;; characterize vector and tensor deuteron polariza-

tion, Q;; = Q;;, Q;; = 0. 

. Then the following formulas are valid for the differential cross section and 

for the polarization A of secondary protons 

da I -- = -NSpF(I + iiP)F+, 
df! 2 

P. da = ~NS FF+if 2 dfl 2 P ' 
(6) 

1 
N = 6411" 2s' 

where the line indicates summation over final deuteron polarization . 

In case of unpolarized target, P = o·, the differential cross section d":~0
: 

depends only on the tensor polarization of initial deu~e5ons: 
av.M-pa\l,V- t'f1 J_\lf o 

da(TO) da(OO) ' r 
-;m- = ---;:m-(1 + T20t20 ), . 

da(oo) 
N-1 ---;:m- = 3U + T, 

T . I 
T20 = -v'2 · 3U + T' i20 = ..j'i,Qzz, (7) 

U = /gi(s)12 + /g3(s)12 + /g4(s)/ 2, 

T = -/gi(s)12 + /g2(s)12 + /g3(s)12 - /g4(s)12, · 

where d":t~O) is the differential cross section when' both the initial proton and 

deuteron are unpolarized, and T20 is the analyzing power due to tensor polar

ization of the initial deuteron. 

As is seen from (7), only modules of the amplitudes g;(s) determine the 
d<1(00) 

values of ~ and T20. 

Let us write expressions for the normal (Kt) and longitudinal (Kc) polar

ization transfer coefficient from the vector-polarized deuteron to the secondary 

proton: 

da(To) 
N-1K1-;m- = 3 · Re{gJ(s) · [gi(s) + 92(s) + g4(s)]*}, 

da(To) 
N-1Kc-;m- = 3 · {/ gJ(s) /2 +2Re [gi(s) · g4(s)*l}. (8) 

If the proton target is polarized, then due to P-invariance of strong inter

action, the differential cross section of the J + p--+ p + d process should have the 
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following dependence on the axial S and ft vectors: 

da da(To) [ 3 - - - - 3 - - ] - =·-- 1 + -A1(S · P - (ii· S)(ii · P)) + -A1(ii · S)(ii · P) 
dfl dfl 2 2 . (9) 

From (9) one can see that the term A1(A1) is responsible for the asymmetry eff~ct 

when spin orientations of both participants of the reaction are normal(longitudinal) 

to the direction of the initial deuteron 3°momentum. 

In terms of scalar ampl\tudes the expressions for A1,c have the following 

form: 

-1 da(To) . . • 
A1N -;m- = -2 · Re{gJ(s) · [-g1(s) - g2(s) + g4(s)] }, 

da(To) 
A1N-1-;m- =:= -2 · {I g~(s) /2 -2Re [gi(s) · g4(s)*]} (10) 

and contain the interference contributions Re(g;· gj,) in contrast to the differential 

cross section and T20. 

Note that for realization of the complete experiment program it is nec

essary to obtain data for the polarization o_bservables containing the Im(g; • g';) \ 
contributions. As such terms are nonzero only for complex amplitudes due to their 

T-odd nature, :imil~ co_mbin_ation~ app_ear only for triple c~rrelations of ~ector v 
polarizations: S1 x S2 • S3 , iiS1 • iiS2 x S3 and so on, where S; is the polarization j 
vector of an i-particle in the reaction d + p--+ p + d. 

3. Polarization effects in the I A 

All above mentioned formulas for polarization observal:5les are valid for any 

mechanism of the d + p--+ p + d process. Using them, let us analyze polarization 

effects in the framework of the I A (Fig.la). 

The matrix element, which corresponds to this mechanism, takes the fol

lowing form: 

M = xt [ca· U1)a(s) +(ii· ii)(ii·• Ui)b(s)] [ca· U2)a(s) +(ii· ii)(ii • U2)b(s)] Xi 
(11) 

where a(s) and b(s) are the combination of the S- and D: states in the deuteron 

1 
a(s) = W8 + tn\Jld, 

· v2 
3 

b(s) = - ../2\Jld. (12) 
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Comparing the matrix elements (11) with the general structure (2), we 

obtain the following expression for 9i( s) in terms of the DW F components: 

g1(s) = g4(s) = a2(s), 
' 

92(s) = a2 (s) · (1 + R) 2 = a2 (s) • x2, 

g3 (s) = a2(s) · (1,+ R) = a2(s) • x, (13) 

where R ='b(s)/a(s) and x = R+ 1. All 9i(s) amplitudes are real, i.e. all T-odd 

polarization correlations are equal to zero in this approximation, and, besides, 

91(s)g2(s) ~ g5(s). (14) 

Of course, this relation simplifies the analysis of the polarization effects in 

backward proton-deuteron scattering: 

U = a4(s) · (3 + 2 · R + R 2
) = a4(s) ··(x2 + 2), 

T = a4 (s) • JJ, • (2 + R) • (3 + 2 • R + R2
) = a4

( s) • (~2 - 1) • (x:i + 2), 

therefore 

d (oo) ·. · 

N-1 
· :n = a4(s) · (x 2 + 2)2 = 9(w; + w~)2, 

x 2 -1 
1'20 = -v'2. --

x2 + 2 
(15) 

@ The expression for 1'20 in another but equivalent form has been obtained earlier[16]. 

The expressions for the polarization transfer coefficients ( when the deuteron 

tensor polarization is equal to zero) have the following forms: 

3-x 
Kt= (x2+2)' 

3 ' 

K/ = (x2 + 2) 

Substitution of (13),(14) into (10) gives: 

(x2 _ 2) 
Ai=-2: (x2 +2) 2 ' 

·x3 

At= 2 · (x2 + 2)2' 

8 
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< I • 

when the deuteron tensor polarization is equal to zero. 

A natural combination x 2 + 2 (squared in this case) remains in the de-. ' 
nominators of both asymmetries A1, At, but the numerators of A1, At contain such 

combinations of the \JJ s and \JJ d functions ~vhich a1;; absent in 1'2~ H is 

worth to underline that asymmetry At is an even function of variable x and so 

one can obtain the only solution for x (and hence for R) at ariy value of the DWF? 

argument. A direct analog of A1, At is absent in the deuteron break-up reaction; 

The behavior of At asymmetry for different popular DW Fis presented in 

Fig.2 versus k, the intrinsic nucleon mqmentum in the light cone approach. The] 

connection of k with the measured quantities is given, for example; in ref.[7, 15). A { 

strong sensitivity of At asymmetry can be seen to choose the DW F. One can also 

? expect not a~ deviation of data in future experiments from the predictions 

than that found in the measurements of 1'20[11, 12, 13]. 

4. P-wave contribution in the polarization effects 

Let us first write the spin structure of the ii + p - ,d vertex which corre-
. ' ' 

sponds to the P-wave component of the DW F in the relativistic regime: 

</A(P)::::'-k. ii-Up1(s)+ia-Oxiip2(-~) (18) 

where p1 and p2 are two independent P-wave functions. Linearity of (18) relative 

to the components of vector n corresponds to the P-wave in the system fi + ~ p 
because parity of the fermion-antifermion system is negative. The spin of the 

f fi + /f::_ system is equal to ½ or i' and so t~e corresponding wave functions are 

connected with p1,2 as follows: 

I 1 wi = 3 -(2p2-P1) 

3 1 
\llJ ,= 3 . (JJ1 + p2) (19) 

Thus, t}1e contribution of the antinucleon component to the mat:rix clement 

of elastic backward dp-s_cattering can be writkn"in the following form: 

Mp= xt [(n. U1)P1 + ia • 01 x 1i)P2] [(ii• u;)111 - iii· u;, x ii'.)p2] x1 (20) 

Then the followii1g expressions are valid for the g;(s) amplitudes which 

correspond to the two mechanisms of Fig.l: 

91(s) =c= a2(s)(l + rD, 

9 
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t' 

· 92(s) = a2(s)(x2 +rD, 

· g3(s) = a2(s)(x - r1 · r2), 

g4 (s) = a2(s)(l ~ r~) 

where r = ~ and r = ~-' . . I a(s) 2 · a(s) 

(21) 

Of course, inclusion of P-wave destroys the above relations between the 

(9;(s) amplitudes.~ot -~~f!i~_1:1J!_tq_sho.w .. th~Urdhis.c;is_~<:.quivale_n_c~ behv~~en 
1 th~ expressions for T2o_and.is:-for_J:he d + p -; -p .. +d·and--A(d,p)X..reactions ..--- ......... -- .. · ,..____ -~ . ~-- -~--- - ----------~-- . -· --····-"-
/ d. ,! . 1sappears. 
\ 

Using general formulas for the polarization effects in terms of the g;(s).am-

pli,tudes, let us calculate contributions due to Pc wave keeping only main ( quadratic) 

terms assuming that I r1,2 I< 1. 

Then the formula for differential cross .section with unpolarized particles 

should be deformed as follows: 

d (To) •· . 
, r 1 a ·· 4 [( 2 ' 2 2 2 ] · ,v- ·dn~a(s)· x +2) +2xr1 -:--8xr1r 2 (22) 

Finally, the following expression emerge~ for the above discussed asymmetries: 

(x2 _ l)(x2 + 2) + 2x2r? - 2xr1r2 
T20 ~ -v2 · (x2 + 2)2 + 2x2r? - 8xr1r2 (23) 

, x(x2 + 2) - r1(r2(x2 + 2) - xri) 
Ki ~ 3 · (x2 + 2)2 + 2x2r; - 8xr1r2 (24) 

(x2 + 2) - 2xr1r2 
"'1 ~ 3

' (x2 + 2)2 + 2x2ri - 8xr1r2 
(25) 

x3 
- x2r 1r2 + x(rf + 2rD, 

At ~ 2 
· (x2 + 2)2 + 2x2rf - 8xr1r2 (26) 

(x2 - 2) - 2xr1r2 
A1 ~ - 2 

· (x2 + 2)2 + 2x2r; - 8xr1r2 (27) 

\ Using (23-27), one can estimate the above polarization effects for any model 

l._?f the DW F with P-wave components. 

5. Conclusions 

Thus, we have calculated both possible independent asymmetries in dp 

backward elastic scattering due to the vector polarizations of colliding particles. 

Of course, the measurements of the analyzing powers At, A1 (in addition 

to T20 and ,-., ) do not realize completely the foll experiment program even in case 
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Fig. I The IA diagrams for the p( d, p )d reaction: a) exchange by the neu
tron; b) exchange by tbc anti neutron. 
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Fig.2 Asymmetry A1 versus intrinsic proton mo11H'11t11m in the light coup 

approach. 
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of collinear kinematics (backward scattering), when the process is characterized 

by only four amplitudes in the general case. Nevertheless, one can assert that 

the measurement of the analyzing power At(.s) will be important to dctcrmiye 

more accurately the limits of the / A validity and to clarify the role of a possible 

P-wavc component in the deuteron structure. \Ve would like to note, that the 

measurement of the analyzing power A1 is one of the m·ost realizable polarization 

experiments for the d + p -. p + d reaction to date. 

The authors would like to express their thankfulness to A.l\I.Baldin, .J.Durand, 

B.A.Khachaturov, F.Lehar, A.de Lesquen, N.M.Piskunov, C.F.Perdrisat, V.Pu;1jabi 
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